
 

 A fully illustrated step-by-step manual:

techniques and principles of design 

Ceramics
 THE WORKSHOP
      GUIDE TO

DUNCAN HOOSON & ANTHONY QUINN

This book has been designed as the essential guide for all who 

work with ceramics, including weekend crafters, night school or 

other students, and practicing ceramicists seeking a one-stop 

reference on techniques and processes.
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Contains an extensive guide to forming techniques, including pinching, coiling, slabbing, 
wheel-throwing, mold-making, slip casting, and extrusion

Detailed sections cover slip and surface decoration, glazing, glaze recipes, and applications

Includes a comprehensive guide to firing and kilns, complemented with quick-reference 
charts and tables

Covers generating ideas and translating them into ceramic realities

Advises on ways to promote and sell your work through websites, exhibitions, and galleries
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  • Earthenware • Stoneware • Porcelain • Wedging • Kneading • Pinching • Coiling • Slab building 

Wheel-throwing • Whirler turning • Collaring • Trimming • Sledging • Incising • Slip casting

Strata casting • Fettling • Sponging • Split mold • Press molding • Jigger and jolley • Extrusion 

Slip trailing • Feathering • Marbling • Wax resist • Sgraffi to • Terra sigillata • Direct printing

Burnishing • Rouletting • Kiln packing • Maquettes • Raku fi ring • Saggar fi ring • Salt glazing

Glaze recipes • Majolica • Visual inspiration • Technical drawing • Exhibiting • Transfers 

Enamels • Lusters • Coloring slip • Brushing • Pouring • Rollering • Spraying • Dipping

Spongeware • Banding on the wheel • Carved and direct inlay • Agateware • Screenprinting

Impressing • Carving and subtraction • Piercing • Slaking • Fumed raku • Pit fi ring • Slip resist 

with smoke • Using composites • Photographing your work • Solid block modeling • Altering 

form • Handles • Spouts • Lathe turning • Selective laser sintering • Refi ning process • Ox head 

kneading • Spiral kneading • Floating mold • Cylinder molds • Centering • Assembling cast parts 

Duncan Hooson is a practicing ceramicist and a teacher 
of ceramic art in schools, hospitals, and on community 
projects throughout London.

Anthony Quinn operates a successful London design 
consultancy with a varied client base that includes 
Wedgwood, Leeds Pottery, and British Airways. He also 
teaches ceramic desgn at Central Saint Martins College 
of Art and Design in London, and is the author of Ceramic 
Design Course available in North America from Barron’s.
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68 69 Forming Techniques Hand Building: Slab Building

Slabs are used to create a variety of forms for both 
function and sculpture. You can make exquisite 
small boxes that are beautifully carved; simple 
cylindrical tubes; create monumental-scale forms 
that stand tall, or tiles that cover vast areas of 
walls and roofs. All of these are open to the 
possibility of varying textural surface qualities.

Leather-hard slabs
Slab building using leather-hard slabs is one of 
the few techniques that enables you to design 
and make your form completely in card before 
you touch the clay. You can then use these 
card templates in the same way a pattern cutter 
would, to cut out the individual elements before 

assembly. This gives you the opportunity to see, 
assess and make adjustments to the final form 
before spending any time making. It will also 
enable you to decide the type of clay best suited 
to the scale of work you wish to make. 

Soft slabs
Soft slabs are used either to create undulating 
forms or in conjunction with a range of semihard 
or hard supporting objects and materials to 
create a wide variety of forms for both function 
and sculpture. Smooth, fine clay can be folded 
and pleated almost like cloth. If you do this, 
make sure you have not trapped air in sealed 
pockets. You can always push a pin into areas 

HAND BUILDING: Slab building

There are two main methods of slab building, which are dependent on the condition  
of the clay before forming. The sheets of clay may be either fresh and soft (soft slabs)  
or partially dry (leather-hard slabs). Soft slabs will allow you to manipulate and alter 
them by bending, folding, pressing and stretching as you build. Hard slabs allow you  
to construct complex, angular, sharp-edged forms as though using sheets of wood. 

you are not sure about to release air and keep 
the form from bursting during firing. Surface 
decoration and texture may be left until the form 
is completed or can be an integral part of the 
making of the slab.

Appropriate clays
The use of paper clay has changed some of 
the rules regarding slab working, because you 
can dry these slabs of clay and then assemble 
them with slurry. This has eliminated many of 
the drying, cracking and wrapping problems 
inherent in the use of other clays. 

Other additives to clay have been used for 
many years – think of building walls with wattle 
and daub. Makers have more recently used nylon 
fibres, fibreglass, cloth and sawdust to build very 
large slabbed forms. This means the clay shrinks 
and warps less and helps with bonding the clay 
particles during the drying process. 

Architectural clay bodies are available from clay 
suppliers. These clays have been blended with 
very high contents of grog and have minimal 
shrinkage between making and finishing. Crank 
and raku clay bodies are similar in blend, feel 
and texture, creating what’s known as an ‘open 
body’. Take care when using these clays; the more 
textured the clay body, the more the clay will 
start to open out and crack as you manipulate 
it. This characteristic is often used to highlight 
and create textured cracked surfaces. These 
bodies have very good mechanical greenware 
strength (bone-dry stage) and are ideal for 
medium- to large-scale working. Fine clays like 
porcelain offer the maker different challenges, 
but in time you’ll be able to use them just as 
successfully, and they offer their own qualities, 
such as translucency. The more you use a type of 
clay, the more you will learn about its particular 
handling characteristics.
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Slab-built Sculpture

by Petra Wolf

When working with slabs you 

can explore balance and tension. 

This sculpture emphasizes the 

stress of where its weight has 

produced surface cracks during 

the making process. 

ribbed SculptureS

by fenella elms

This pair of skeletal slab 

forms demonstrates the 

extraordinary flexibility 

of working with soft 

sheets of clay. The making 

and drying of forms can 

be assisted by resting on 

their sides on foam and 

insulating paper fibres. 

Folded SlabS

by ann van Hoey 

These finely made slab forms 

have been cut and folded like 

paper while being supported 

during the making and drying 

period in plaster moulds.
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